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Abstract
PRDM9 directs human meiotic crossover hotspots to intergenic sequence motifs, whereas budding
yeast hotspots overlap low nucleosome density regions in gene promoters. To investigate hotspots
in plants, which lack PRDM9, we used coalescent analysis of Arabidopsis genetic variation.
Crossovers increase towards gene promoters and terminators, and hotspots are associated with
active chromatin modifications, including H2A.Z, histone H3K4me3, low nucleosome density and
low DNA methylation. Hotspot-enriched A-rich and CTT-repeat DNA motifs occur upstream and
downstream of transcriptional start respectively. Crossovers are asymmetric around promoters and
highest over CTT-motifs and H2A.Z-nucleosomes. Pollen-typing, segregation and cytogenetic
analysis show decreased crossovers in the arp6 H2A.Z deposition mutant, at multiple scales.
During meiosis H2A.Z and DMC1/RAD51 recombinases form overlapping chromosomal foci. As
arp6 reduces DMC1/RAD51 foci, H2A.Z may promote formation or processing of meiotic DNA
double-strand breaks. We propose that gene chromatin ancestrally designates hotspots within
eukaryotes and PRDM9 is a derived state within vertebrates.
In fungi and mammals the majority of meiotic recombination occurs in narrow (1-2
kilobase) hotspots1-3. Human and mouse hotspots are targeted to DNA sequence motifs by
the zinc finger domain protein PRDM94-11. PRDM9-dependent crossovers occur mainly in
intergenic regions and introns, with the lowest recombination in exons9,12. PRDM9 also
contains a SET domain with histone H3K4 trimethyltransferase activity and targets this
modification to hotspot chromatin during meiosis11,13-15. In contrast, hotspots in the
budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae are not sequence-dependent, show polarity within
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genes and occur predominantly at regions of low nucleosome density in gene
promoters3,16-21. However, S.cerevisiae hotspots are also closely associated with H3K4
trimethylation (H3K4me3), which is required for wild type patterns of recombination22-26.
Therefore, mammalian and yeast recombination hotspots are specified to varying degrees by
genetic and epigenetic information. Although recombination rate varies extensively within
plant genomes27-33, the control of meiotic crossover hotspots in plants is poorly understood.
We therefore sought to map fine-scale recombination rates in Arabidopsis thaliana, which
lacks PRDM9, and investigate the contribution of DNA sequence and chromatin to the
control of plant hotspot locations.
Coalescent analysis of Arabidopsis genetic variation
To generate a map of crossover frequency and hotspots in Arabidopsis we applied
coalescent theory to a large single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) dataset generated from
80 Eurasian accessions34. We used the Interval program from the LDhat package to estimate
the population-scaled recombination rate between pairs of SNPs2. After conditioning on
diallelic SNPs in unique sequence, we analysed a total of 2,112,845 SNPs (17.7 SNPs/kb)
(Supplementary Table 1). We validated crossover frequencies estimated by Interval by
comparing them to a consensus genetic map from 17 F2 populations33, which was generated
previously using the MergeMap program35. We observed correlation between historical and
experimental crossover frequencies for all chromosomes (eg 0.44 −0.55 at the 500 kb scale),
although there are regions of substantial divergence (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Fig. 1,
Supplementary Tables 2-3). Structural genetic variation between accessions may contribute
to differences in recombination rate measurements. For example, megabase (Mb) inversions
on chromosome 3 between Col and Sha accessions33,36, and the short arm of chromosome 4
between Col and Ler accessions37, cause crossover suppression. Population genetic forces,
such as mutation, selection and drift, will also contribute to differences between historical
and experimental recombination rates. As reported previously the disease resistance gene
(R-gene) dense regions on chromosomes 1 and 5 show elevated historical crossover
frequency relative to experimental measurements38 (Fig. 1a and Supplementary Figs 1-2).
This may reflect balancing selection on R-genes, variable recombination or mutation rates or
chance effects in previous generations.
We observed Mb-scale variation in crossover frequency along the chromosomes, with an
increase from telomere to centromere (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 3), although the
centromere itself is crossover suppressed27,29,35. To investigate variation in recombination
rates we plotted the proportion of crossovers against the proportion of physical sequence and
observed a non-linear relationship, with 80% of crossovers occurring in 26% of the
sequence (Fig. 1c and Supplementary Table 4). This is comparable to humans and
chimpanzees and provides evidence for the presence of hotspots12,39. To identify crossover
hotspots we analysed the same SNP data as used for Interval with an approximate marginal
likelihood method called SequenceLDhot40. Missing data necessitated dropping a small
proportion of SNPs (1.66%) relative to those analysed by Interval (Supplementary Table 1).
We optimized SequenceLDhot run parameters using comparisons to the 3a hotspot, which
we previously defined experimentally using pollen-typing35. SequenceLDhot identified
8,448 hotspots that correspond to 3.55% of the sequence and contain 14.73% of crossovers
identified by Interval (ratio 14.73/3.55=4.15) (Supplementary Table 4). Therefore, our
recombination maps show evidence for substantial variation in Arabidopsis crossover
frequency at both domain and hotspot scales.
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Gene chromatin at Arabidopsis promoter hotspots
Because the 3a crossover hotspots overlapped with gene transcriptional start (TSS) and
termination sites (TTS)35, we tested for overlap between hotspots and TSS/TTS35,41.
Hotspots identified by SequenceLDhot overlapped with 5.75% (1,565) of TSS and 4.14%
(1,127) of TTS (Supplementary Table 5), which was significantly more than expected by
chance (Bickel’s block bootstrap42, P<1×10−15). 1 kb windows centered on hotspot-
associated TSS correspond to 1.33% of the sequence and contain 10.07% of crossovers
(ratio 10.07/1.33=7.57), whereas windows centered on all TSS correspond to 22.86% of the
sequence and 64.39% of crossovers (ratio 64.39/22.86=2.82). Gradients of recombination
rate have been observed in yeast genes3,17,19, so we analysed the mean crossover frequency
of introns and exons in relation to their proximity to TSS and TTS. We observed gradients
of increasing crossover frequency towards TSS and TTS, with a stronger effect for TSS
(Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 5a). Therefore, Arabidopsis crossovers are associated with
genes and increase towards promoters and terminators.
TSS/TTS are associated with specific chromatin features that facilitate RNA Pol-II
transcriptional regulation43. We tested whether these patterns were different between hot,
cold and random positions by analyzing 4 kb windows centered on hotspot overlapping
(“hot”) TSS/TTS, non-hotspot overlapping (“cold”) TSS/TTS and the same number of
random positions as for cold TSS/TTS (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 5b). Crossover
frequency is highly elevated in proximity to hot TSS and shows an asymmetric peak relative
to the TSS, shifted to the +1 nucleosome position (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 6). TSS/
TTS are flanked by low nucleosome density (LND) regions upstream (TSS) or downstream
(TTS) respectively, which facilitate RNA pol-II transcriptional initiation and
termination43,44. The LND peaks occur on the opposite side of TSS/TTS to the peak of
hotspot crossover frequency (Fig. 2b-c and Supplementary Fig. 5b-c). We observed higher
LND at hot versus cold TSS/TTS (Wilcoxon signed rank test P<1×10−15), consistent with
increased accessibility promoting recombination (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 5b).
H3K4me3 occurs at the 5′ end of genes and is associated with mammalian and yeast
recombination hotspots11,14,15,22-25. We observed a H3K4me3 peak overlapping the hotspot
crossover frequency peak44 (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 5b), consistent with a
conserved role for H3K4me3 in promoting plant hotspots11,14,15,22-25. Although H3K4me3
levels were significantly higher at hot TSS relative to cold (Wilcoxon signed rank test
P<1×10−15), the difference is small relative to the difference in cM/Mb (Fig. 2b).
The histone variant H2A.Z occupies highly positioned +1 nucleosomes at TSS (Fig. 2b),
where it facilitates transcriptional regulation45,46. We observed that the hotspot crossover
frequency peak closely overlaps H2A.Z-containing nucleosomes (Fig. 2b-c and
Supplementary Fig. 6). H2A.Z levels are significantly higher at hot TSS/TTS relative to cold
TSS/TTS (Wilcoxon signed rank test P<1×10−15) (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 5b),
consistent with a role for this histone variant in crossover formation. However, similar to
H3K4me3 the difference in H2A.Z levels between hot and cold promoters was small relative
to the difference in crossover frequency (Fig. 2b). Because crossover frequency exhibits
gradients within genes, we tested whether chromatin follows similar patterns. H2A.Z, LND,
H3K4me3 and crossover frequency show similar decreases as distance from TSS
increases44,45,47 (Fig. 2a). This is again consistent with H2A.Z, H3K4me3 and LND playing
a role in recombination at hotspot promoters.
DNA methylation is known to inhibit RNA pol-II transcriptional initiation and TSS/TTS
show low DNA methylation48 (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 5b). We observe that hot
TSS/TTS are DNA hypomethylated relative to cold (Wilcoxon signed rank test P<1×10−15)
(Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 5b). This is consistent with DNA methylation inhibiting
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meiotic recombination, as is known for Ascobolus immersus49. DNA methylation increases
in genes as distance to the TSS increases and is higher in exons compared to introns, which
reflects gene body methylation48 (Fig. 2a). Of the epigenetic marks analysed DNA
methylation is the most different between hot and cold TSS/TTS, suggesting that this may
be an important determinant of hotspot location and activity (Fig. 2b and Supplementary
Fig. 5b). Therefore, Arabidopsis crossover hotspots associate with chromatin patterns that
promote RNA pol-II transcription, with highest recombination rates over +1 H2A.Z-
containing, H3K4me3-modified nucleosomes at DNA hypomethylated gene promoters.
Although these chromatin modifications are correlated with crossover frequency, none alone
is specific to hotspot promoters, suggesting they interact quantitatively to influence hotspot
identity. It is also important to note that the chromatin datasets analysed were generated
from non-meiotic cells44,45,47,48.
A-rich and CTT-repeat DNA motifs are enriched at hotspots
Human hotspots are determined by specific DNA sequence motifs recognized by the
PRDM9 zinc finger protein4-11. Therefore, we tested whether Arabidopsis hotspots associate
with specific DNA sequence motifs. We used three de novo DNA motif search algorithms,
MEME/COSMO50,51, SOMBRERO52 and WEEDER53, to test for motifs enriched within 1
kb windows around hotspot-associated TSS compared with cold TSS. All three methods
identified A-rich and CTT-repeat motifs as enriched at hotspot promoters (for example, Fig.
3a and 3e). This is consistent with previous work that demonstrated an association between
A-rich motifs and crossover frequency in Arabidopsis38. The hotspot-enriched A-rich motifs
were between 6-30 bp and the CTT-motifs were between 6-21 bp in length. Hot and cold
promoters share both motifs, but they are significantly higher around hotspot TSS (Fig. 3b
and f). The A-rich motifs are located upstream of TSS and overlap with regions of low
nucleosome density (Fig. 3b and d), consistent with work in S.cerevisiae demonstrating that
homopolymeric A and T tracts define nucleosome depleted regions54. Crossover frequency
is significantly higher in +/− 2 kb windows around A-rich motifs compared with random
positions (Wilcoxon signed rank test P<1×10−15) (Fig. 3c). Recombination is highest in
regions flanking the A-rich motifs, which reflects positioning of these motifs upstream of
TSS and the recombination rate peak (Fig. 3c-d). In contrast, the CTT-repeat motifs are
located downstream of TSS and overlap the crossover frequency peak and H2A.Z
nucleosomes (Fig. 3f and h). Crossover frequency is significantly higher in +/− 2 kb
windows around CTT-motifs compared with random positions (Wilcoxon signed rank test
P<1×10−15), and crossovers are elevated on the motifs themselves (Fig. 3g). Because the A-
rich and CTT-repeat motifs overlap with low nucleosome density and H2A.Z respectively,
they may contribute to nucleosome positioning or chromatin organization at promoters, with
consequences for recombination. Alternatively, they may directly recruit factors that
promote crossovers, analogous to PRDM94-11. Interestingly, the CTT-motifs we identified
are characterized by a three bp C periodicity that is reminiscent of PRDM9 target motifs4-11
(Fig. 3e).
Experimental validation of hotspots using pollen-typing
We next used pollen-typing to test whether crossover hotspots defined by coalescent
analysis could be detected experimentally35,41. We previously used genetic mapping to
identify a high crossover frequency interval on chromosome 3 between 632,767 and 660,906
bp that contained the 3a hotspot35. We searched within this window for additional hotspots
using the Interval genetic map and identified a hotspot adjacent to 3a that we call 3b, which
overlaps the TTS of At3g02900 and TSS of At3g02910 (Fig. 4a-b and Supplementary Table
6). Both 3a and 3b high crossover frequency intervals overlap with H2A.Z peaks as
measured by ChIP-seq45 and ChIP-qPCR analysis (Fig. 4c-d and Supplementary Fig. 7). We
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designed Col/Ler allele-specific primers flanking 3b and amplified crossover and parental
molecules from Col/Ler F1 pollen DNA35,41. The 3b crossover frequency is 20.01 cM/Mb,
which is lower than 3a (36.22 cM/Mb) (Fig. 4e, Supplementary Tables 6-7). This is
consistent with lower 3b recombination rates measured by Interval relative to 3a (Fig. 4a-b).
Sequencing of 3b crossover molecules revealed a hotspot in the At3g02900/At3g02910
intergenic region, with a peak rate of 68.81 cM/Mb (male chromosome average=4.77 cM/
Mb) that overlaps with a peak in crossover rate estimated by Interval (Fig. 4b and
Supplementary Table 6).
Analysis of crossover frequency within the 3a pollen-typing amplicon shows three hotspots
separated by at least one interval of 0 cM/Mb (3a-1 634,109-636,119 bp, 3a-2
636,199-638,633 bp and 3a-3 638,779-639,934) and that overlap TSS/TTS35 (Fig. 4a and
Supplementary Table 7). The position of the central 3a-2 hotspot identified by pollen-typing
is wider compared with Interval recombination rates estimates (Fig. 4a and Supplementary
Table 7). To investigate the difference between LD-based and direct estimates of crossover
rate we considered the effect of using different variant sets for analysis by Interval. Using a
high confidence set of variants we find that the locations of inferred crossover hotspots are
robust, but the relative height of peaks is altered (Supplementary Fig. 8a). This suggests that
low levels of error may be influencing the exact crossover rate estimates but not the overall
location of hotspots. We also note that SNP and deletion distributions are non-uniform
across 3a and there are a number of deletions in the 3a-2 and 3a-3 regions (Supplementary
Fig. 8b). Because local sequence polymorphisms are known to alter the recombination
topology of mammalian hotspots55-57, variation in polymorphism patterns may also
contribute directly to differences between historical and experimental crossover frequencies
at 3a.
Decreased hotspot crossover frequency in arp6
H2A.Z-containing nucleosomes possess biophysical properties that contribute to
transcriptional regulation at TSS/TTS46. Given the overlap between H2A.Z-containing
nucleosomes and crossover frequency at hotspot promoters, we next tested the functional
relationship between H2A.Z and crossovers. To do this we repeated pollen-typing in the
actin related protein6 (arp6) mutant58-60. ARP6 is a component of the SWR1 nucleosome
remodeling complex required for H2A.Z deposition58-61. We crossed Col (suf3-158) and Ler
(esd1-262) arp6 alleles to generate arp6 Col/Ler F1s and repeated pollen-typing. The 3a and
3b regions show reduced crossover frequency in arp6 relative to wild type (t-test 3a
P<1×10−15, 3b P<1×10−15), though with related hotspot topology (Fig. 4e, Supplementary
Tables 6-7). We also developed a pollen-typing quantitative PCR (qPCR) assay and again
observed that 3a and 3b crossovers are significantly reduced in arp6 (t-test 3a P=3.33×10−3,
3b P=2.95×10−4) (Fig. 4f and Supplementary Table 8). This experimentally demonstrates
that H2A.Z deposition promotes crossovers at Arabidopsis hotspots.
Decreased domain and chromosome scale crossovers in arp6
Because we observed decreased hotspot activity in arp6, we next tested crossover frequency
at the domain scale (>1 Mb), via segregation of linked, heterozygous T-DNA insertions35,63.
The FTL system measures segregation of T-DNAs expressing distinct colors of fluorescent
protein from the pollen-specific LAT52 promoter63. FTL intervals I1a, I1b and I1fg each
span >1 Mb of gene-dense sequence on chromosome 1 and show significantly reduced
genetic distance in arp6 (chi square test P=4.52×10−6, P=7.73×10−4 and P=7.00×10−3
respectively) (Fig. 5a-5b and Supplementary Tables 9-11). We also observed significant
reductions in arp6 crossover frequency using intervals on chromosomes 5 (I5a) and 3
(CEN3) (chi square test P=2.24×10−4 and P=1.06×10−3 respectively) (Fig. 5a-b and
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Supplementary Tables 12-13), demonstrating decreased crossover frequency in arp6 on
different chromosomes.
The DART method measures trans-segregation of linked insertions carrying different
antibiotic or herbicide resistance genes, via double selection in backcross progeny64
(Supplementary Fig. 9). We performed DART using three insertion pairs located adjacent to
the telomere of chromosome 1 termed TEL1a, TEL1b and TEL1c, which again showed
reduced genetic distance in arp6 (chi square test P<1×10−15, P=0.0171 and P=0.10
respectively) (Fig. 5a-b and Supplementary Table 14). To demonstrate that reduced arp6
crossover frequency was not specific to T-DNA markers we measured segregation of simple
sequence length polymorphisms (SSLPs). We generated 768 individual F2 populations from
wild type and arp6 Col/Ler F1 plants and genotyped them for 12 SSLPs along chromosome
1, with an average intermarker distance of 2.75 Mb that together span 99.4% of the
chromosome’s physical length (Fig. 5c). Chromosome 1 crossover number per F2 individual
is significantly lower in arp6 (chi square test P=7.11×10−6), and genetic map length is
reduced (wild type=110.3 cM, arp6=92.2 cM) (Fig. 5c). Crossover number per F2 individual
is significantly different from the Poisson expectation in both populations (goodness-of-fit
test, wild type P=2.07×10−13, arp6 P=4.97×10−15) (Supplementary Fig. 10a-b), which
suggests that crossover interference is still acting in arp665.
As a further test of domain-scale recombination rates we used the 420 system, which
measures segregation of T-DNAs expressing fluorescent proteins from the seed-specific
NapA promoter35,66. The 420 interval is 5.1 Mb, located sub-telomerically on chromosome
3 and contains the 3a and 3b hotspots (Fig. 5a)35,66. A specific advantage of 420 is that
reciprocal crossing can be used to measure male and female crossover rates separately, and
420 has been shown to have higher crossover frequency in male meiosis35,66. Sex-averaged,
male and female 420 crossover frequency were all significantly reduced in arp6 (chi square
test P=1.29×10−7, P=1.30×10−4 and P<1×10−15 respectively) (Fig. 5b and Supplementary
Table 15). Since H2A.Z occupancy has been shown to decrease with increasing ambient
temperature60, we hypothesized that crossover frequency would increase at lower
temperatures. Consistent with this, we observed that wild type 420 recombination is
significantly increased at 12°C compared to 21°C (chi square test P=1.78×10−4), and that
arp6 was again significantly reduced relative to wild type at 12°C (chi square test
P<1×10−15) (Fig. 5b and Supplementary Table 15). To test whether crossover decreases in
arp6 are specific, we crossed 420 with genetic backgrounds that are late-flowering
(FRIGIDA) or mutated in other epigenetic pathways, including small RNA biogenesis (rdr2,
nrpd1a) and histone modification (efs). No significant difference in crossover frequency was
observed in these backgrounds relative to wild type (chi square test P=0.51, P=0.21, P=0.34
and P=0.23 respectively) (Fig. 5b and Supplementary Table 15), demonstrating that
decreased arp6 crossover frequency is specific.
RAD51, DMC1, MLH1 foci and chiasmata are reduced in arp6
To further investigate the effect of arp6 on meiotic recombination we used immunocytology
(Fig. 5d, Fig. 6 and Supplementary Fig. 11). Meiotic DSB sites can be estimated by
immunostaining leptotene-stage meiotic chromosomes for RAD51 and DMC1, which are
recombinases that mediate single-strand DNA invasion of the homologous chromosome
after DSB formation and resection67,68. RAD51 and DMC1 accumulate as foci along
chromosome axes, which can be detected using an antibody against the HORMA domain
protein ASY169 (Fig. 6a). We observed significantly fewer RAD51 and DMC1 foci per
meiocyte in arp6 in both Col (Wilcoxon rank sum test RAD51 P=2.58×10−5, DMC1
P=5.86×10−5) and Ler (Wilcoxon rank sum test RAD51 P=2.74×10−4, DMC1 P=3.74×10−4)
accessions (Fig. 6a-b, Supplementary Fig. 11 and Supplementary Tables 16-17). This is
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consistent with H2A.Z promoting DSB formation, resection and/or strand invasion during
meiotic prophase-I.
In Arabidopsis more DSBs are generated than mature into crossovers, for example we
observed ~214 DMC1/RAD51 foci per meiocyte in wild type (Fig. 6a-b and Supplementary
Tables 16-17), which are repaired into approximately 10 crossovers per meiosis33,70.
Crossovers can be measured cytologically when Arabidopsis bivalents segregate at
metaphase-I and adopt either rod or ring chiasma configurations, representing single or
multiple crossovers respectively71 (Fig. 5d). We observed significantly fewer chiasmata in
arp6 using both Col (Conway-Maxwell-Poisson regression test72, P=0.004) and Ler
(Conway-Maxwell-Poisson regression test72, P=8.0×10−5) alleles (Fig. 5d and
Supplementary Tables 18-19). Meiocytes with fewer than one chiasma per chromosome in
arp6 were not observed, suggesting that obligate crossovers are maintained65 (Fig. 5d and
Supplementary Table 18). We also immunostained pachytene meiocytes for MLH1, which
marks class-I interfering crossovers, and ZYP1, which marks the synaptonemal complex73
(Fig. 6a and Supplementary Fig. 11). We observed significantly fewer MLH1 foci in arp6
comparing across both Col and Ler alleles (Conway-Maxwell-Poisson regression test72,
P=0.039) (Fig. 6a-b and Supplementary Table 20), consistent with our chiasma data. MLH1
foci numbers per meiocyte are significantly different from the Poisson expectation in both
wild type and arp6 (goodness-of-fit test, wild type P=3.47×10−3, arp6 P=5.79×10−4)
(Supplementary Fig. 10c-d), again indicating that crossover interference is acting in arp665.
Together this demonstrates that arp6 reduces the frequency of RAD51, DMC1 and MLH1
foci and chiasmata at whole chromosome scale.
Axis-associated H2A.Z foci during meiotic prophase-I
To investigate the localization of H2A.Z on meiotic chromosomes we performed
immunostaining using a complementing GFP-tagged line HTA11-GFP hta9 hta11 (hereafter
referred to as H2A.Z-GFP)60. Consistent with previous work we observed diffuse H2A.Z-
GFP staining in somatic nuclei, and lower signal in the densely DAPI-staining
heterochromatic chromocentres59-61 (Fig. 6c). Immunostaining of leptotene meiocytes for
H2A.Z-GFP and ASY1 revealed ~250 axis-associated H2A.Z foci that overlapped RAD51
(85%) and DMC1 (93%) significantly more than randomized controls (42% and 48%
respectively) (chi square test RAD51 P<1×10−15, DMC1 P<1×10−15) (Fig. 6c). We
observed an absence of H2A.Z-GFP signal in the arp6 mutant (Fig. 6c). These data further
support a role for H2A.Z during early meiotic recombination steps, including DSB
formation and strand invasion. We propose that decreased recombination activity of
individual hotspots in the absence of H2A.Z deposition leads to reduced crossover frequency
at domain and whole chromosome scales.
DISCUSSION
We demonstrate extensive variation in crossover frequency throughout the Arabidopsis
genome at both fine and broad scales. At fine scale (kb) crossovers are concentrated in
hotspots associated with the start, and to a lesser extent, the end of genes. Hotspot promoters
have chromatin marks associated with active RNA Pol-II transcription, including low
nucleosome density, H2A.Z, H3K4me3 and low DNA methylation. Hotspot promoter
crossovers are highest over CTT-repeat DNA motifs and +1 H2A.Z-nucleosomes. To test
the importance of promoter chromatin for recombination we analysed the H2A.Z deposition
mutant arp6 and observed reduced crossovers at hotspot, domain and whole chromosome
scales. Although H2A.Z and H3K4me3 levels are significantly higher at hotspot promoters
the differences are small relative to the difference in crossover frequency. Similarly,
budding yeast H3K4me3 levels are a poor predictor of hotspot activity, despite this
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chromatin modification being required for normal meiotic recombination22-26. As none of
the chromatin variables analysed here uniquely identifies hotspot promoters they are likely
to act jointly to influence crossover frequency. The most divergent chromatin modification
between hot and cold promoters is DNA methylation, consistent with this epigenetic
modification inhibiting crossovers. Suppression of crossovers in the densely DNA
methylated Arabidopsis centromeric regions provides further evidence for a negative
relationship27,29,33,35. The chromosome arms show Mb scale variation in recombination
activity, which may relate to similar patterns observed in yeast and mammalian
genomes2,3,12,74-76. We propose that crossover frequency in plant genomes is determined by
quantitative interactions between chromatin, DNA sequence and meiotic chromosome
organisation.
H2A.Z functions in somatic DSB repair, where it is recruited to break sites77,78.
Furthermore, a second H2A variant H2A.X has roles in both somatic and meiotic DSB
repair. H2A.X is phosphorylated (ϒ-H2A.X) in 1-2 Mb domains surrounding DSBs79-81,
and forms SPO11- dependent foci during meiosis69. Our data further demonstrate the
involvement of histone H2A variants in DNA repair, specifically a role for H2A.Z in
promoting Arabidopsis meiotic crossovers. In this context H2A.Z may function analogously
to H3K4me3 in yeast. During meiosis, yeast Spp1, a subunit of the COMPASS complex,
binds to both H3K4me3 and the Mer2 recombination protein, which is located on the meiotic
chromosome axis23,25, consistent with the tethered loop axis model82. We have
demonstrated that H2A.Z accumulates in foci on leptotene-stage meiotic chromosomes that
colocalise with RAD51 and DMC1 recombinase foci. As RAD51/DMC1 foci are reduced in
arp6 we propose that H2A.Z promotes the formation or processing of meiotic DNA DSBs.
However, as crossovers are reduced in arp6, despite an estimated ~150 remaining DSBs,
H2A.Z may also play additional downstream roles in crossover formation. Therefore,
multiple elements of promoter chromatin, including H2A.Z, are likely to contribute to
recruitment of hotspot sequences to the meiotic axis and promotion of DNA repair and
recombination.
Arabidopsis hotspots most closely resemble budding yeast DSB hotspots, which overlap
with low nucleosome density regions in gene promoters and H3K4me3 3,16-25. In contrast,
mouse and human hotspots are positioned to intergenic sequence motifs by the PRDM9
zinc-finger histone methyltransferase4-10,14,15. However, in the absence of PRDM9 mouse
DSB hotspots revert to the +1 nucleosome position at TSS15. We therefore propose that
gene chromatin is an ancestral hotspot designation mechanism within eukaryotes and that
PRDM9 evolved more recently in animals83.
ONLINE METHODS
Estimating crossover frequency using LDhat
From single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data of 80 Eurasian Arabidopsis thaliana
accessions34 we selected diallelic positions with <10% missing data (coded as Z, N, M or
X), >10% minimum allele frequency and no deletions (coded as D or −). Repetitive
sequences are polymorphic between accessions and can be difficult to map to the TAIR10
genome assembly85,86. Therefore, we masked SNPs within (i) TAIR10 transposable element
annotation, (ii) RepeatMasker output87, (iii) Tandem Repeats Finder output88, (iv) Inverted
Repeats Finder output89 and (v) centromeric regions showing CO suppression27,29,33.
The Interval program from the LDhat package2,90 was used to estimate the population-
scaled recombination rate (ρ/kb, ρ=4Ner, where Ne is the effective population size and r is
the per generation recombination rate) between pairs of SNPs2. SNP data was split into
5,000 SNP blocks with 500 SNP overlaps and formatted using the Convert program. Block
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recombination rates were joined at overlap position 250. We used the Complete program to
generate two likelihood lookup tables for 80 individuals with a grid size of 100 and using a
population-scaled mutation rate per site of θ=0.1, or 0.0012,90 (θ=4Neμ, where μ is the per
generation mutation rate). As A.thaliana is predominantly self-fertilizing and SNPs are
highly homozygous within accessions, we treated the data as haploid and phased34. The
crossover model was used with either the θ=0.1 or 0.001 lookup table and varying block
penalty from 1 to 15. We used 60,000,000 iterations, sampling every 40,000 updates and
discarded the first 500 samples as burn-in.
To compare Interval crossover estimates with MergeMap data33,35 we converted ρ/kb to ρ
by multiplying by interval widths. ρ was summed over MergeMap marker intervals and
divided by interval width (Mb). ρ/Mb was regressed onto MergeMap cM/Mb and the
regression coefficient used to rescale ρ/Mb to cM/Mb. Interval and MergeMap
recombination rates at different physical scales were compared using Spearman’s rank
correlation. We smoothed cM/Mb over 10,000 site windows using the rollmean function
from the R package zoo91. After smoothing chromosome arms were orientated with the
lowest base pair coordinates at the telomeres and crossover rates calculated along the
chromosome as a proportion of total arm length. Mean values across the 8 long chromosome
arms were taken at regular intervals. To calculate the proportion of the genetic map in the
physical map, cM and bp values for each interval were calculated as a proportion of their
total chromosome map lengths. Values were then ranked according to decreasing proportion
of ρ and mean values taken at regular intervals for the 5 chromosomes.
Identifying crossover hotspots using SequenceLDhot
To identify hotspots we used SequenceLDhot40, which applies an approximate marginal
likelihood method to generate likelihood ratio statistics for hotspot positions40. SNP data
was split into 2,500 site blocks with no overlaps. We used 15,000 runs with a minimum of
300 runs per hotspot, θ=0.1 and a starting value for ρ of 2. To exclude artefactual hotspot
calls, we specified that all hotspot recombination rates be between 12 and 80 ρ/kb. Windows
of 500 bp containing at least 7 SNPs were tested for the presence of a hotspot every 250 bp
from the starting coordinate. Background recombination rates were specified using median
ρ/kb over 50 kb windows from the Interval genetic map. A subset of SNP blocks had a
missing data structure that caused SequenceLDhot to fail, which we removed, resulting in
the analysis of a total of 2,077,613 SNPs (17.4 SNPs/kb).
Chromatin analysis
Transcription start sites (TSS) and termination sites (TTS) from TAIR10 were divided into
those overlapping SequenceLDhot hotspots (hot) and the remainder (cold). We defined
control positions by randomly selecting the same number of sites as for cold TSS/TTS from
a uniform distribution for each chromosome. Hot, cold and random positions were used to
define +/− 2,000 bp windows. Hot and cold TSS/TTS windows were orientated so that the
direction of transcription is from left to right. For each position in a window values from
datasets of interest; (i) Interval cM/Mb, (ii) DNA cytosine methylation from bisulfite
sequencing48, (iii) nucleosome density data from ChIP and array hybridization47, (iv)
H2A.Z ChIP-seq data45 and (v) H3K4me3 ChIP and array hybridization data44, were
summed across all windows and divided by the total number of windows.
DNA sequence motif analysis
To search for hotspot-enriched DNA sequence motifs we used three de novo search
algorithms; MEME/COSMO50,51, SOMBRERO52 and WEEDER53. Protein-coding,
representative gene models from TAIR10 were divided into those with TSS overlapping
SequenceLDhot hotspots (hot) and the remainder (cold). Genes were ranked by mean
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crossover frequency over 1 kb windows centered on each TSS. Background sequence for
use with all programs except WEEDER was generated using 1 kb windows around 1,500
cold TSS randomly chosen from the lowest cM/Mb quartile. MEME searches for motifs
using a probabilistic model and maximum likelihood estimation50. The maximum data
length MEME can analyse is 100,000 (eg 100 × 1,000 bp windows). Therefore, we selected
the 99 TSS with highest crossover rates as a training set. To generate a background model
for MEME, COSMO and SOMBRERO we used SOMBRERO (Markov model, order 3-6)
with the 1,500 cold TSS. We used MEME to search for motifs of lengths 6-30 bp on both
strands allowing zero or more motifs per sequence (ANR model). For the other programs,
we selected the 500 hot TSS with highest crossover frequency as the training set. We used
COSMO, which is an implementation of MEME in the R language that uses an improved
likelihood-profile method51. COSMO does not have the 100,000 maximum data length limit
and so we used 500 hot TSS as the training set. SOMBRERO searches for motifs using a
self-organising map of position weight matrices52. We used a 50 × 25 grid size with the
SOMBRERO default options to search for motifs of lengths 6-30 bp. WEEDER performs
motif searches using exhaustive enumeration53. For the WEEDER background set we
generated frequency files of expected 6-mers and 8-mers using the 1,500 cold TSS. For the
training set we used the 500 hot TSS and searched for motifs of lengths 6, 8, 10 and 12 bp,
using the ‘extra’ run parameter, the S and M run settings, which consider both strands and
allow multiple motifs matches per sequence and the Tn output setting was 20.
To analyse motif distributions we matched motif position weight matrices, using the
Biostrings function matchPWM, to +/− 2 kb windows around hot and cold TSS. Motif
match start coordinates were summed over hot or cold promoters and divided by the number
of promoters analysed. For random we compared to permutated hot and cold sequences. To
analyse crossover frequency at the motifs we summed cM/Mb estimates over +/− 2 kb
windows centered on motif-match start positions and divided by the number of windows
analysed. For controls we compared to the same number of randomly chosen positions.
Pollen-typing
Pollen-typing for hotspot 3a was performed as described35,41. We followed the same
methodology to design allele-specific primers for hotspot 3b, which were optimised for
allele-specificity and amplification efficiency35,41 (Supplementary Table 21). 3b primer
combinations used in nested amplification were;
1st Crossover amplification = KC156_LeF + KC166_CoR
1st Parental amplification = KC167_CoF + KC166_CoR
Amplification conditions for the first round of PCR were {94°C for 2′30″}, then 8 cycles of
{94°C for 30″, 58°C (decrease by 0.5°C per cycle) for 45″, 68°C for 6′30″}, then 26 cycles
of {94°C for 20″, 54°C for 30″, 68°C for 6′30″}, then {65°C for 6′30″}. Amplification
products from the first reaction were diluted 20-fold with 5 mM Tris pH 8.0 and 1μl used for
input in the second amplification. All amplifications were performed using Ex-taq (Takara).
2nd Crossover amplification = KC160_LeF + KC152_CoR
2nd Parental amplification = KC168_CoF + KC152_CoR
Amplification conditions for the second round of PCR were {94°C for 2′30″}, then 8 cycles
of {94°C for 30″, 57°C (decrease by 0.5°C per cycle) for 45″, 68°C for 6′00″}, then 26
cycles of {94°C for 20″, 53°C for 30″, 68°C for 6′00″}, then {65°C for 6′00″}.
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Amplification products from single crossover molecules were diluted 20-fold with 5 mM
Tris pH 8.0 and re-amplified using 2nd nested amplification primers KC160_LeF +
KC152_CoR. PCR products were then directly sequenced using primers KC248, KC239,
KC240, KC236 and KC237 to identify internal crossover locations (Supplementary Table
21).
Pollen-typing quantitative PCR (qPCR) assay
Genomic DNA from Col/Ler F1 leaves, pollen and arp6 F1 Col/Ler pollen was extracted and
crossover molecule concentrations estimated by single molecule amplification35,41. DNA
inputs were adjusted such that wild type Col/Ler pollen F1 DNA contained approximately
30 amplifiable crossover molecules and equal ng amounts of Col/Ler leaf and arp6 Col/Ler
pollen DNA were used. Amplifications were performed as for the first round of single
molecule amplifications, with a reaction volume of 20 μl and 16 cycles. PCR reactions were
diluted 20-fold for crossovers and 20,000-fold for parental molecules with 5 mM Tris pH
8.0. Real time PCRs were then performed using universal primers (Supplementary Table 21,
3a=6376+6377; 3b=KC137+KC138) and SYBR green (Invitrogen) to estimate DNA
concentrations. Ct values for parental and crossover amplifications from the same DNA
template were used to calculate relative enrichment using the Delta Delta Ct method. Each
sample was analysed with three technical replicates, and the whole experiment repeated with
three biological replicates.
H2A.Z-GFP chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)
ChIP was performed using HTA11-GFP hta11 hta9 lines and Col wild type controls60.
Nuclei were extracted from formaldehyde cross-linked meiotic-stage flower buds and
chromatin digested with 0.05 units of mirococcal nuclease (MNase) (NEB) at 37 °C for 15
minutes. ChIP was performed using a GFP polyclonal antibody (Santa Cruz, sc-8334). The
relative enrichment of immunoprecipitated 3a and 3b hotspot DNA from the HTA11-GFP
hta11 hta9 versus Col was analysed by qPCR (Supplementary Tables 22 and 23).
Fluorescent pollen-tetrad and seed-based crossover scoring
Scoring of fluorescent protein expression in seed and pollen was performed as reported
previously35,92.
Simple Sequence Length Polymorphism (SSLP) genotyping
DNA was extracted from wild type and arp6 Col/Ler F2 individuals using CTAB (Sigma).
We used Ler polymorphism data93 to screen for SSLPs between 28-262 bp (Supplementary
Table 24). Primers were designed to amplify both Col and Ler templates spanning SSLPs.
Amplification products were separated electrophoretically through 3% agarose-TBE gels to
genotype F2 individuals. Genotype data were analysed using Rqtl94 and genetic maps
constructed using the Kosambi mapping function. Total chromosome 1 crossover numbers
per F2 were compared between wild type and arp6 using a t-test. These data were also
compared to the Poisson distribution using the R package vcd95 and goodfit function.
Chiasma counting and immunocytology
We performed chiasma analysis on DAPI-stained metaphase-I anther meiocytes and
identified chromosomes via 45S and 5S rDNA FISH71. Chiasma numbers were
underdispersed compared with the Poisson expectation and there was heterogeneity between
the chromosomes, with chromosomes 2 and 4 having fewer chiasma. As Conway-Maxwell-
Poisson regression outperforms other methods for underdispersed counts72, the data were
modelled using version 0.3.4 of the COMPoissonReg package96. In addition to genotype,
dummy variables were constructed to model chromosome effects. Variables were entered in
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a stepwise manner and the final model included effects for genotype, chromosome 2 and
chromosome 4 (Supplementary Table 18 and 19).
Immunolocalisation was carried out as described97. Antibodies were used at concentrations
of 1:500: anti-ASY1 (rat), anti-ZYP1 (rat), anti-RAD51 (rabbit), anti-DMC1 (rabbit), anti-
MLH1 (rabbit) and anti-GFP (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Catalog no. 8334). Microscopy
was performed using a Nikon 90i Fluorescence Microscope (Tokyo, Japan). Deconvolution
of images by the ‘Mexican Hat’ function (Nikon NIS elements software) was used to count
foci as described98. Once foci overlap was scored, the green channel was rotated 180°
relative to the red channel and rescored to obtain randomized measurements. Overlapping
(H2A.Z versus DMC1/RAD51) versus randomized counts were compared using Wilcoxon
rank sum tests. The MLH1 foci counts were underdispersed compared with the Poisson
expectation and these data were also modeled using the COMPoissonReg package96.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Meiotic crossover frequency in the Arabidopsis genome
(a) Plots show crossover frequency (cM/Mb) along chromosome 1 estimated by MergeMap
(black), Interval (black), Interval plotted using MergeMap markers (red) and the overlay of
MergeMap and Interval maps. MergeMap was generated previously from analysis of
genotype data from 17 × F populations33 using the MergeMap program35,84. The ‘bin’
widths are variable because they are determined by intermarker distances. Horizontal dashed
lines represent mean crossover frequency, vertical dashed lines represent centromeres and
vertical ticks above the x-axis indicate disease resistance gene (R-gene) positions. (b) Mean
crossover frequency (cM/Mb) estimated by Interval as a proportion along the length of the
chromosome arms, orientated with the telomere (TEL) at 0 on the x-axis and the centromere
(CEN) at 1. (c) The proportion of the crossovers estimated by Interval plotted against the
proportion of physical sequence (solid black line). The dashed line represents a uniform
relationship between the genetic and physical maps.
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Figure 2. Chromatin landscape at hot and cold promoters
(a) Plots show the mean value of the variable printed above at exons (black) and introns
(red) at increasing position numbers relative to the transcriptional start site (TSS). (b) Plots
showing summed, normalized values for the variable printed above across +/− 2 kilobase
(kb) windows centered on hot TSS (red), cold TSS (blue) or random (black) positions. All
hot and cold distributions are significantly different by Wilcoxon signed rank test,
P<1×10−15. (c) Plots are as for hot TSS plots in (b) but with the indicated variable H2A.Z45
(red), low nucleosome density47 (green), H3K4me3 44 (purple) and DNA methylation48
(blue) overlaid with cM/Mb (black). The final panel shows an overlay of all variables.
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Figure 3. A-rich and CTT-repeat DNA sequence motifs at hot and cold promoters
(a) Logo plot for a 13 bp A-rich motif identified as enriched at hotspot-associated
promoters. (b) Enrichment of the A-rich motif shown in (a) at hot (red) and cold (blue)
promoters in +/− 2 kb windows centered on TSS, and permutated (random, black) promoter
sequences. (c) Crossover frequency (cM/Mb) in +/− 2 kb windows centered on the start
coordinate of matches to the motif shown in (a) (red), compared to the same number of
random positions (black), which were significantly different by a Wilcoxon rank sum test
P<1×10−15. (d) Enrichment of the A-rich motif (black) shown in (a) at hotspot-associated
promoters, overlaid with crossover frequency (cM/Mb, red), low nucleosome density47 (red)
and H2A.Z45 (red) over +/− 2 kb windows centered on TSS. (e) Logo plot for a 12 bp CTT-
repeat motif identified as enriched at hotspot promoters. (f) Enrichment of the CTT-repeat
motif shown in (e) at hot (red) and cold (blue) promoters in +/− 2 kb windows centered on
TSS and permutated promoter sequences (random, black). (g) Crossover frequency (cM/Mb)
in +/− 2 kb windows centered on the start coordinate of matches to the motif shown in (e)
(red), compared to the same number of random positions (black), which were significantly
different by a Wilcoxon rank sum test P<1×10−15. (h) Enrichment of the CTT-repeat motif
(black) shown in (e) at hotspot promoters, overlaid with crossover frequency (cM/Mb, red),
low nucleosome density47 (red) and H2A.Z45 (red) over +/− 2 kb windows centered on TSS.
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Figure 4. The arp6 mutant has decreased crossover frequency at the 3a and 3b hotspots
(a-b) Plots showing crossover frequency (cM/Mb) estimated by pollen-typing in wild type
or arp6, and Interval across the 3a (a) and 3b (b) hotspots on chromosome 3. Vertical black
lines in the pollen-typing plots indicate inner allele-specific primer positions. Red vertical
ticks above the x-axis indicate SNP positions. Black and red arrows represent forward and
reverse strand genes respectively. Associated gene numbers are printed above the arrows.
Vertical, dashed blue lines indicate TSS and TTS positions. Horizontal dotted lines indicate
the chromosome average recombination rate. (c-d) Low nucleosome density (LND) ChIP-
chip47, histone 3 lysine 4 trimethylation (H3K4me3) ChIP-chip44 and H2A.Z ChIP-seq45
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data plotted across the 3a and 3b hotspots, with plot annotations as for (a-b). (e) Crossover
frequency for hotspots 3a and 3b calculated by single molecule pollen-typing of crossover
and parental molecules in wild type and arp6 and associated standard deviations (SD).
Crossover rates are significantly lower in arp6 (t-test 3a P<1×10−15, 3b P<1×10−15). (f)
Crossover frequency for hotspots 3a and 3b measured by pollen-typing quantitative PCR
(qPCR) are significantly lower in arp6 (t-test 3a P=3.33×10−3, 3b P=2.95×10−4).
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Figure 5. The arp6 mutant has decreased crossover frequency at domain and whole chromosome
scales
(a) Crossover frequency estimated by Interval (red, cM/Mb) plotted along chromosomes 1, 3
and 5. Physical intervals in which we measured genetic distance are labeled and indicated by
grey shading. Vertical, dotted lines indicate centromeres and horizontal dotted lines indicate
the chromosome mean crossover frequency. (b) Genetic distances (cM) for intervals TEL1a,
I1a, I1b, I5a, I1fg, 420 and CEN3 in wild type and arp6. test Chi square P-values comparing
wild type and arp6 are printed above the plots. All temperatures are 21°C, apart from those
listed as 12°C. (c) F2 genetic map length for chromosome 1 is reduced in arp6 relative to
wild type. The number of crossover s per F2 individual was significantly lower in arp6 (chi
square test P=1.06×10−7). Wild type and arp6 genetic maps are connected at SSLP marker
positions and intervals containing the centromeres are marked with red dots. (d) Histograms
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for chiasma numbers per meiocyte for wild type and arp6, using alleles in Col (suf3) or Ler
(esd1) accessions. There were significantly fewer chiasmata in arp6 (Conway-Maxwell-
Poisson regression testing, Col P=0.004, Ler P=8.0×10−5). Representative images of
metaphase-I meiocytes DAPI-stained and labeled by FISH against 45S (green) and 5S (red)
rDNA to identify specific chromosomes. Chromosomes are labeled with their number. In
wild type all bivalents except chr2 are ‘rings’ with >1 chiasma, whereas in arp6 all bivalents
except chr2 are ‘rods’ with 1 chiasma. Scale bars represent 10 μM.
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Figure 6. Immunolocalization of H2A.Z and meiotic proteins in wild type and arp6
(a)The strand-invasion recombinases RAD51 and DMC1 (red) localise as foci to ASY1
(green) labeled, DAPI-stained (blue) leptotene chromosomes in wild type and arp6. MLH1
(red), a marker for crossover sites, localises to ZYP1 (green) labeled, DAPI-stained (blue)
pachytene chromosomes in wild type and arp6. (b) Plots showing RAD51, DMC1 and
MLH1 foci number per meiocyte in wild type and arp6. Wilcoxon rank sum test P-values
are indicated for RAD51 and DMC1 counts per meiocyte between wild type and arp6 in
either Col or Ler accessions. As MLH1 count data was underdispersed compared to the
expectation based on the Poisson distribution, we used Conway-Maxwell-Poisson regression
testing. MLH1 foci were significantly reduced in arp6 (P=0.039) across Col and Ler
accessions. (c) Immunodetection of H2A.Z-GFP (red) in somatic and meiotic (leptotene)
nuclei in complementing HTA11:GFP hta9 hta11 lines60. During meiosis H2A.Z-GFP (red)
forms discrete foci on ASY1 labeled (green), DAPI-stained (blue) chromosomes, which
overlap with RAD51 and DMC1 foci (green), but are not detected in arp6. All scale bars
represent 10μM.
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